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Mealey’s Litigation Report: Intellectual Property covers all areas of intellectual property litigation,
including copyright, patent, trademark, trade dress, trade secret, and unfair competition disputes, both
in courts and before administrative bodies. Coverage also includes issues related to the Internet,
disputes over insurance coverage for intellectual property suits and appellate review of rulings by the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) and the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB).

Litigation Snapshot

As innovation evolves so, too, does the legal
landscape for intellectual property. Advances in
computing technology, medical breakthroughs,
and the expansion of digital rights have all
pushed the boundaries of longstanding
intellectual property statutes, prompting
Congress to pass new laws that keep pace with
the changing times. With the U.S. Supreme
Court consistently weighing in on a variety of
intellectual property-related matters, including
the availability of attorney fees, enhanced
damages, and the copyrightability of useful
articles, much uncertainty still exists as courts
arrive at differing interpretations.

Who Needs To Know

» Intellectual property attorneys
» Corporate counsel
» Judges and court staff across the entire U.S.
federal judiciary

» Professors, students, and library staff at every
accredited law school in the U.S.
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Infringement claims
Fair use
Internet-related issues
Trade dress
Advertising injury
Attorney fees
Affirmative defenses
Trade secrets
Doctrine of equivalents
Patent validity
Copyrightability
Jurisdiction
New suits
Settlements
Enforceability

How Lexis Legal News Can Help

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Intellectual Property on
Lexis Legal News and via email delivery features
unbiased news stories, case summaries, attorney
listings, and the PDFs of court and agency documents
and regulations. Subscribers also receive expert
commentary articles and email bulletins of breaking
news. This valuable insight into current news and
litigation trends helps subscribers to advise clients,
prepare for trial, draft pleadings and briefs, develop
case strategies, formulate arguments, and build
compelling cases.

Request complimentary trial access at www.lexislegalnews.com.
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